
Bristol Harbour resident Dave VanKnapp posted the following
"Waterfront Issue" opinion article on Next Door this past Monday
(5/4/20). 
We have had many requests to share this articulate, factual post with the
entire community. So here it is.

Quote.

Dave VanKnapp - Bristol Harbour

Waterfront Issues. I had posted the following last night, then deleted it when I
was told that the marina is being opened.

But in light of the fact that the underlying issues have not been resolved, I
decided to repost it, because it expresses my support for careful Board
consideration of any contract with Fields Enterprises. Please excuse
references to the marina not being open yet. I did not have time to rewrite the
post, and it's quite possible that those exact issues will arise again at some
future time anyway.

I have read all the recent posts several times, plus the Beach and Water
Committee's interim report, plus other relevant documents. I think the following
conclusions are pretty clear.

1. The boat owners have a valid beef, but I don't understand why they think it's
with the Board rather than with Fields Enterprises. The marina is completely
under FE control. The Fields could open the marina immediately to residents if
they chose to do so.

2. BHV residents have no impediments or access issues to the marina, other
than barriers that have been erected by FE. Owners' right exist by virtue of our
ownership of lots in the Planned Unit Development (PUB) combined with real
estate and easements owned by BHVA, as shown in recorded legal
documents.

3. Why do some residents think it's the Board's responsibility to sign the most
recent "offer" and do it quickly? The Board's responsibility are broad and
profound. They include protecting the BHVA's and individual owners'
legal property right now and in the future. If the proposal on the table does not
protect those rights for the benefit of current and future owners, then the Board
shouldn't sign it.

4. The Fields are using the marina as leverage to get what they want. "What
they want" appears to including expanding the marina far beyond what their
current license allows, which in turn suggests that they want to run it as a



public marina. Expansion is not necessary to meet the needs of current
residents. Is a public marina, open to many non-BHVA-owners, what the
community wants? That was not the original intent behind the marina's
creation. It was originally created to serve resident only.

5. Why is the FE proposal to the Board called an "offer"? What is FE
offering? It seems more like a demand: Sign this or we won't open the
marina. FE is holding residents' access to the marina hostage, and it is
puzzling why the affected residents see that as a failing of the Board. It seems
the affected residents should be pressuring FE to open the marina, not
pressuring the Board to give away easement rights that may prove damaging
now and in the future.

6. It's the Board's responsibility to figure out why FE is demanding unlimited
access rights for non-owners, and to act carefully to protect all of us. Why, for
example, does FE not accept what seems like a generous offer to allow up to
25% of slips to be rented to non-residents? That goes far beyond the intent of
the original documents, which was to create the marina for residents' use and
enjoyment.

7. FE appears to have failed in its due diligence when it accepted the "marina
business" from the Cooks, and/or they got bad legal advice, and/or they got
bad real estate analysis about what they were receiving. The only customers
who have legal problems gaining access to boat slips are non-
residents. Residents have no such legal issues, because BHVA owns or has
easements to everything that residents need. The only access issue residents
have is that FE is not opening the marina for use. The BHVA and the Board
owe nothing to non-residents.

8. FE appears to be in violation of the Cove agreement. While BHVA is not a
party to that agreement and cannot enforce it, the Board is wise and correct to
take notice of that situation before entering into a contractual relationship with
FE. What reason is there to believe that FE will adhere to the terms of a
contract with BHVA, if they don't adhere to the long-standing Cove agreement
that applies to the same issues?

9. Some commenters are treating the beach and the marina as if they are one
enterprise. They are legally separate. One commenter asked a board member
why the boat slips aren't open. That question is misdirected - it should go to
FE, not the Board. Others have asked about the status of the beach,
apparently thinking it is closed because the marina is closed. The Board has
made it clear that the only reason the beach is closed is because of Covid
orders from the state. When those are relaxed, the beach will open. It is not
tied to the marina on those issues.

Mark Buckley's letter referred to "The sins of the past and sloppy
planning". Well, this is one of those important moments when we can not afford
any more sloppy planning. Who knows when the marina might be sold again,
to yet another set of owners with different attitudes? Any agreement will pass
with that sale, and the Board must plan now, to the best of its ability, for those
times as well as current issues.

Therefore, I do not agree with this sentence from Mark's letter, where he said,
"This Agreement [meaning the 'final offer' from FE] is necessary to protect our
resources." That is not true. Our resources are already protected by legal
ownership and recorded easements, as documented by the Beach and Water



Committee.

For all the reasons above, I support the Board being extremely careful in
considering all of the potential ramifications of any contract it signs with FE.

If the Board concludes that a fair outcome would require granting the full
unconditional easements and land uses that FE is demanding, I trust that the
Board will bring that to the community for a vote, as it would be giving away
property rights that BHVA now owns. Our documents require a community vote
in such situations.

Unquote.

Patricia King
BHVA Board Member - Communications

     


